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From Reservoir to Markets
Recognized as leaders in their
fields, Sproule and GPMi have
formed a strategic alliance,
integrating
evaluation
and
advisory services across the
entire oil and gas value chain.
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Field Development
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Sproule and GPMi have a long standing track record
of advising clients on due diligence, valuations,
and acquisitions and divestitures. Our combined
experience allows us to assist clients frame the risk
parameters and value drivers of key strategies and
investment decisions across the oil and gas value
chain, from reservoir to markets. This is anchored by
a detailed understanding of technical and commercial
considerations, underpinning our role as a trusted
advisor.

Our partnership is responsive to clients’ increasing
need for a coordinated approach to field development
planning. Through our combined expertise, we can
provide a blueprint for field development strategies
encompassing oil and gas infrastructure, production
optimization and market access.

To do anything, you have to know how, and to know
how, you must be taught. Delivered through the
Sproule Academy and founded on over four decades
of experience, GPMi will join Sproule to offer hands-on
courses covering the entire value chain, including the
evaluation of oil and gas properties, field development,
midstream assets and market access strategies. Our
courses are tailored to meet the needs of different
audiences, including technical, non-technical, financial
and regulatory backgrounds, sharing best practices
with clients worldwide.
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Independent Opinions
With a strong understanding of both commercial and
technical drivers across the oil and gas value chain,
Sproule and GPMi provide reliance reports trusted by
all stakeholders. From reservoir to markets, Sproule
and GPMi provide a comprehensive understanding
of key risks, upside potential and value opportunities
for clients through due diligence reports and formal
regulatory disclosure.
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Expert Witness
The protection of our clients’ interests matter.
Sproule and GPMi offer client support in dispute
and conflict resolution for mediation, arbitration and
litigation matters. We provide clients with concise and
dependable information to clarify discrepancies and to
support our expert witness testimony.
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